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With this paper. we attempt to give you deeper insight into the importance of your
efforts in raising your children with a proper philosophy and method of solving problems.
The problem all parents face is that of helping their children develop a future time view
as an intellectual attribute in their psychology.
We have noticed through the lessons of
history that money unearned will destroy those individuals as well as those societies
that inherit it. This is a clearly demonstrated phenomenon.
Failure to recognize this
fact is setting the stage for the destruction of your children. and thus by extension,
the destruction of your owTh~mortality. Our job is to aid you in perpetuating those
virtues of hard work for noble causes that are your life-after-death through the works of
your children.
Step I

Re-read

the Flint School position

Step II

Study the paper entitled

Step III Plan your character
the ideas expressed
Step IV

paper on Student Money Husbandry.

Short Course on Intellectual

Survival.

goals for your children so that they are compatible
in the Your Children's Future workshop.

with

If you have sizable funds you wish to transfer to your children, draw up a program of experiences that will prepare your childr~n to receive the money without
destroying them. Propose conditions that must be met by them to receive the
funds. These conditions might include:
A. A conversation with the child, something like this: You can prepare to be
poor -- by just living day to day, letting life happen to you like a tumbleweed.
OR, you can prepare to be rich (Believe me, rich is better.)
But
there are certain character traits you must develop; there is a certain routine or system you must follow in order to realize this expectation of yourself.

